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Introduction 

The aim of this FAQ document is to provide answers to questions on how Surpass can be used to 
deliver the Functional Skills ICT Level 1 and 2 on-screen tests within the constraints of the prison 
environment. These questions have been identified through conversations with staff at several 
prisons and can be added to over time as new questions arise.  

This FAQ document has been updated to support the new HTML tests.  
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FAQs 

1. How can I access the links sent in Surpass new user, reset password, and 
reset secret details emails? 

When your account is setup in Surpass an email is sent with a link that you can follow to activate 
your account, set a password, and set up secret details. Whilst you can receive and read these emails 
in the client on the Quantum network you will not be able to open the links. If you try to open the 
link on the Quantum network, it will be blocked, and the browser screen will appear blank. The 
reason is that the Surpass URLs are whitelisted on the Virtual Campus network managed by XMA and 
not the Quantum network.  

Therefore, you have two options to open these links:  

• Firstly, you can use Citrix to open Firefox on the Virtual Campus network and copy/paste the link 
into a Firefox browser tab. The link will open, and you will be able to continue to set a password 
and secret details or reset these.  

• Secondly, you can forward the email to you an address that you can access outside of the prison 
environment and open the link there to set a password and secret details or reset these.  

You will only need to do this once when your account is first setup and at any time you forget your 
password or secret details. 

2. A learner has transferred from another institution and has previously sat a 
Functional Skills ICT on-screen test in Surpass at that institution. How do I 

set them up in Surpass? 

The learner is registered as a candidate in Surpass at their previous institution. If you set  up the 
learner as a candidate at your institution with the same details as were used at their previous 
institution, Surpass will recognise that they already exist. The key fields are the Candidate Ref and 
the ULN, which are both unique across all centres. 

If you use the same candidate ref, which could be the OCR candidate number, an internal reference, 
or an auto-generated string, Surpass will recognise that the candidate exists and will not let you 
continue with the next step in creating the candidate. The message displayed is “Candidate with 
provided Candidate Ref already exists”: 

 

If you use the same ULN, Surpass will recognise the candidate exists and will not let you continue 
with the next step in creating the candidate. The message displayed is “The supplied ULN is already 
in use”: 

 

In either of these cases, please contact OCR to ask us to associate the candidate with your institution 
and the Functional Skills ICT subjects in Surpass. When you contact us, please specify the name of 
the candidate, the institution they were previous registered with in Surpass and your institution.  
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You will not be able to see the results of any learners’ previous  tests at another institution in Surpass 
as you can only see activity conducted within your own institution. However, you can contact OCR to 
find out about the prior attainment of the learner. 

3. What fields do I need to complete when registering a learner as a candidate 
in Surpass? 

The mandatory fields are First Name, Last Name and Date of Birth. These three fields must be 
completed for every learner registered as a candidate. We also require you to enter a Gender and 
not leave the selection as “Not specified”.  

The other fields are optional, but you can add a Middle Name (up to three) and a Candidate Ref that 
can be the OCR candidate number, an internal reference, or an auto-generated string. You can also 
add the ULN and must select the Reasonable Adjustments checkbox if the candidate is eligible for 
extra time. You must tick this checkbox to be able to add extra time when you schedule a test for 
that candidate. You can add up to 25% extra time.  

4. Why can’t I select a candidate when scheduling a live test? 

The live tests are available in fortnightly windows from Monday of week 1 to Sunday of week 2 and 
must be scheduled within this period.  

If your candidates are greyed out in the 2. Candidates step of the schedule wizard and you see the 
“There is no exam available for the candidate” reason the end date selected has spanned two 
fortnightly windows.  

 

Go back to the 1. Centre, Subject, Test & Date step of the schedule wizard and bring the end date 
forward before trying again. 

5. Is an Internet connection required throughout the test? 

Yes, the Functional Skills ICT on-screen tests are delivered fully online in a browser, such as Chrome, 
Edge, or Firefox, and require a consistent Internet connection, above the minimum requirement of 
512.0 Kbps, throughout the duration of the test for each candidate sitting.  

You can check your Internet connection from the Enter Keycode screen to ensure it meets the 
minimum requirement. To access this browse to https://ocr.surpass.com/launchtest and select 
English (UK) from the Choose language list. Then click the Launch button to display the Enter 
Keycode screen. Click the System Check button and the Internet option.  

https://ocr.surpass.com/launchtest
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Click Start to run the test. A visual indication will be displayed for both the download and upload 
speeds against the minimum requirement.  

 

6. What happens if the Internet connection is lost during a test sitting?  

If the Internet connection is lost during a test sitting, any tests in progress will display an error. 
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 The candidates will not be able to continue their test until the Internet connection has been 
restored. Any responses entered up to the point the Internet was lost will be saved on the central 
server.  

In the Invigilate screen the state of the candidate’s test will show as In Progress User Disconnected  

( ).   

To stop the time counting down, pause the impacted tests in the Invigilate screen.  

When the Internet has been restored open the Enter Keycode screen again and re-enter the 
keycode. Confirm the candidate details and the “Test is Paused” warning is displayed. In the 
Invigilate screen, resume the paused test. The test will resume at the point that it was paused, and 
the time will start counting down again. Ideally the tests should be sat in one go and for this reason 
it is important that you only schedule test sittings at a time when you expect the Internet connection 
to be stable for the duration of tests being sat.  

However, if you do need to pause and resume a test because the Internet connection is lost then 
this must be done before the keycode expires. For example, if you have scheduled a test for a single 
day then the test would have to be resumed within the day. If you have scheduled a test for a week 
then the test could be resumed within the week bearing in mind the regulations in the OCR ICE. If 
the test cannot be resumed before the keycode expires, then the test will fall into the Awaiting 
Upload state and will complete at midnight 24 hours later. At that point for live tests, we will mark 
any responses entered up to the point the Internet connection was lost. 

7. Can the size of the test delivery window be changed? 

Yes, depending on the size of the monitor and the screen resolution the test delivery window may 
only occupy the middle portion of the browser. Use the browser’s zoom controls or Ctrl + (plus)/Ctrl 
– (minus) to increase or decrease the size of the test delivery window.  

8. Does the search engine used provide feedback to the candidate? 

In several questions in the tests there is a simulated search engine where the candidate enters the 
search terms, they would use to find the information requested in the question. This is not a live 
Internet search and simply captures the search terms entered. As such there is no feedback provided 
to the candidate from the search. 
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9. How does the candidate view the search results? 

In several questions in the tests there are search results presented to the candidate. These are 
presented in HTML in a pop-up window in the question.  

10. How does the candidate save information from a search result? 

The search results are presented in HTML in a pop-up window in the question and cannot be saved 
as a file. There are two options for saving the information found for use later in the assessment: 

• Take a screen shot of the information and either save as an image file such as a jpg or paste 
into a word processing document.  

• Highlight the information required, then copy and paste it into a word processing 
document or if it is an image, you can save it as a jpg. 

11. How are the data files provided? 

The data files are provided in the test questions in the following formats:  

• Word processing files: supplied as Microsoft Word document .doc 

• Portable document format files: supplied as PDF files .pdf 

• Image files: supplied as .jpg but in some cases included in a Microsoft Word document .doc 

The candidate can download the data files to their secure folder before using them in the tasks in 
their test. 

12. Where does the candidate download their data files to and save the work 
they create during the test? 

Each candidate needs access to a secure folder where they can save their data files and the work 
they create during the test. This can be on the test computer itself or on the network but must be 
secure to the candidate. In other words, it must not be available to any other candidates sitting the 
test at the same time or later. 

The secure folder can be created for the candidate or the candidate can be instructed to create it 
themselves before they sit the test. It may be created in a locat ion linked to the candidate’s login 
profile to ensure it is only available to them. 

The candidates will need to be taught how to save files to their secure folder and how to open the 
files saved there in the applications they are using.  

13. Do the candidates need to take screen shots? 

Yes, candidates will need to take screen shots and upload these as evidence within the test. The 
screen shots can be uploaded as image files in jpg format or can be copied and pasted into a Word 
document for example which can then be uploaded.  

14. How can the candidates attach a folder to the draft email? 

In some tests a candidate is asked to attach a folder to a draft email. To do this they must zip the 
folder, and this can be done using software applications such as Winzip or 7Zip.  If a candidate does 
not have access to these applications, they can use Windows own compression software within 
Windows Explorer. If this is not possible, and as a last resort, a candidate can attach the files within 
the folder to the draft email instead.  
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15. Can the candidates sit a practice test more than once? 

Yes. There is one practice test per level, and these can be attempted as many times as required. 

16. Can the practice tests be marked?  

Yes. Once a candidate has sat a practice test it is available to be marked in the Mark screen in 
Surpass. The tutor can access the Mark screen to view the candidate’s responses in their practice 
test. The mark scheme can be downloaded from the first question in the practice test. With 
reference to the mark scheme the tutor can mark the candidate’s responses to each question 
assigning marks against each skill standard assessed. Once marked the marking progress shows as 
100%. The practice test can then be submitted to the Results screen where a grade and percentage 
score will be displayed.  

17. How long does it take for results to be released?  

As the tests are new, they must go through an awarding process. Depending on when a test is sat 
within a fortnightly window the results are released in Surpass and Interchange between 17-27 
working days after the test date.  

18. Can I get feedback on a candidate’s performance?  

Yes. In addition to the candidate’s grade and percentage score several reports can be run from the 
bottom of the Results screen.  

The Candidate report, Summary, Candidate Breakdown and Results Slip reports are candidate based 
whereas the Test Breakdown report is test based.  

The candidate breakdown report shows the percentage marks achieved by skills standard allowing 
you to see where a candidate has performed well or where they may need more tuition.  

The test breakdown report shows the percentage marks achieved by skills standards for a particular 
test allowing you to see where the candidates have performed well or where they may need more 
tuition.  
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